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Bowtech Bows are commonly used for archery, 3D archery shooting and bow hunting. For more
information visit the Bowtech website www.bowtecharchery.com To say that the Assassin is fully
loaded is a true understatement.The Destroyer returns decked out with three of BowTechs Patent
Pending technologies.From day one, we engineered the HeartBreaker specifically for the female
archer. This bow is sure to catch your eye, but our primary focus was on performance. We armed
women with a bow that flat out dominates any other bow in its class. This bow is built to be as strong
as the archers who shoot it.The Invasion CPX harnesses all of BowTechs best technologies, leading
the way in our 2011 line up. Combining our phenomenal HardCore Limbs, OverDrive Binary cam
system and FLXGuard cable containment with the new CPX technology, we have created a bow that
is scary accurate, deadly quiet, and blazing fast. The Invasion is Now. Combined with our upgraded
package, the Soldier is the ultimate bow for hunters on the grow. It may not display this or other
websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Picked up a Mathews Z7. Put
a few shots through one there and knew I had to have it. For now I just put all of the stuff from my
Switchback on it and will upgrade them after the season. Sold the Switchback to my cousin, that way
in a few years if he decided to buy a new bow, I can buy it back from him. Here are a couple pics
Picked up a Mathews Z7. Here are a couple pics Click to expand. Best bow Ive ever shot hands
down. No question.Im buying one after this season. Posted via Mobile Device I really like it. Picked
up a Mathews Z7. Here are a couple pics Click to expand. Easton acc arrows. Its a 10 year old setup
but still works good. Sent from my Droid using TapatalkThanks Yellowdog.Thanks Yellowdog. Click
to expand. It was a marriage of my passions for the outdoors and the internet. In late 1999, we
started our first message
board.http://designbeginnings.com/upload/cortelco-colleague-2203-manual.xml
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It was one of Michigans first social networks. Many offsite friendships have formed with others who
share the same interests in the outdoors through the site. Thanks for your patronage Steve Care to
buy us a beer. Wed really appreciate it. You can choose string and serving colors from the entire
BCY Inc. line. The string material is Trophynext generation 452X loops are served with.014 Halo, all
end servings are.014 Halo and center served with 62XS. Further customizing with STS serving and
Speed Nocks can be provided upon request at no additional cost. Post manufacturing the strings are
treated with a Scent free, water and abrasion resistant super silicone formula wax. All strings are
hand built and then served with a motorized server to insure consistent servings with no peep
rotation. Strings are guaranteed to be free of defects in workmanship for a period of 6 months of
shooting. The Custom Shop has a standard turn around time of 5 working days after receipt of
payment and bow specifications, rush service can be available upon request. In addition,1 walk back
tuning target and 6Seven inch targets are provided so that you will be able to sight in your new
string. The Ordering process has two steps which makes customization easier for you. The first step
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is to make your purchase here on Ebay and then upon payment you will need to go to
wallacebrookarchery.com where you will fill out a Custom Shop Work Order so that you can build
the strings to your specifications. It is also recommended that you down load and print the Custom
Shop String and Cable Layout Work Sheet prior to completing the work order so that you will have
all the specifications available to build your string. The Custom Shop has an extensive Library of
string specifications, so if you are in need of assistance please feel free to contact us. It is also tops
in Strength Lightest in weight Lines that flow with your Bow.You can choose string and serving
colors from the entire BCY Inc.
line.http://www.escienceinfo.com/userfiles/cortelco-colleague-disposition-manual.xml

The string material is Trophynext generation 452X loops are served with.014 Halo, all end servings
are.014 Halo and center served with 62XS. The Custom Shop has an extensive Library of string
specifications, so if you are in need of assistance please feel free to contact us. Description Allin1
USB 3.0 Compact Flash Multi Memory Card Reader CF Adapter Micro SD MS XD With this handy.
Compact USB 3.0 card reader you can easily read and write to your digital memory cards! With USB
3.0 Super Speed, you will be transferring your data in half the time at 5 Gbps. Never need another
card reader again with this all in one reader. Get yours today and save. Features Supports Super
Speed USB 3.0 data transfer5 Gbps Supports Micro SD. Please verify your paypal address is correct
before you pay for the item. If you find your paypal address is different from your current address
please contact us. Items are usually shipped 13 business days after payment has been received.We
do not ship on weekends and holidays Sellers are not responsible for service transit time. Transit
times are provided by the carrier. Exclude weekends and holidays, and may vary with package origin
and destination, particularly during peak periods. International buyers are responsible for duties and
customs fees. Tracking numbers will be sent to all customers upon package shipment. UPS Ground
is not available for HI. Payment We only accept payment transactions via eBay checkout system. We
dont collect your financial information. If you are a winning bidder to complete purchase. Please
click on the checkout now button. You Description Allin1 USB 3.0 Compact Flash Multi Memory
Card Reader CF Adapter Micro SD MS XD With this handy. Please click on the checkout now button.
You Max draw is 65lbs. I can adjust draw length to your needs before shipping. Posted with Less
than 75 shots. Draw weight is 5060 lbs peaked out at 63lbs. Kisser button, string loop, flx guard
dampener and bowjax mini limb silencers.

Nothing else pictured on bow is included in this auction. I had a custom Exfire string installed. Will
include factory string to winning bidder. Bow is in excellent shape. Shoots great. Had cams timed
when string was installed 2 days ago. Bow shoots great. Gotta awsome deal on an Insanity is the
only reason Im selling it. Thanks for looking and happy bidding. Sent back to the factory to have this
done professionally, the finish is flawless also had the string and cable replaced with the red and
gray upgrade about a year ago and I have not shot it much Bow comes with a whisker type arrow
rest not a top of the line one but it works. Peep. Dloop and string silencers all installed and included
A great bow. Start sighting in and conditioning for that big buck now. Buy It Now gets The stabilize.
8 arrows wrapped with blazers and field points, tru glo sight, either whisker buscuit or Trophy Ridge
drop away, rest your choice. Stabilizer is a slightly lighter shade of green in the camo, but I doubt
any deer are going to notice.It was barely used for one hunting season. I am in a tight spot for
money and it needs sold. This bow is in mint condition. Strings and cables are in great shape. This
auction is for the Bowtech Destroyer 340 Left Hand 60 to 70lbs. The Destroyer 340 available is
decked out with three of BowTechs Industry Changing technologies; HardCore Limbs. OverDrive
Binary cam system, and the FLXGuard cable containment system. The Destroyer was the first to
prove that archers are no longer forced to trade accuracy and precision for speed.I have hunted two
hunting seasons with it. Im trying to sell it because i buy a new bow every few years. This bow
comes with a plano bow gaurd bow case. Trufire release, 2 Nap quick fletch quick spin fletching,
bone collector apex quiver, 7 carbon express mach 5 350 grain arrows cut to fit draw length, g5 rock
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sight, rip cord drop away rest,octane stabalizer. The draw length was 29 inches it is currently 28.5.

http://www.raumboerse-luzern.ch/mieten/3ms-scoring-manual

The draw weight is 65 pounds.RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Feog4d72f%2Bf7%60%3E13fddb610b30x102 Bought bow for my wife and she
shot it once, less than 25 arrows through it.Though maybe someday she would want to get into it but
Im not waiting any longer. Bow is in MINT condition! RIGHT HANDED. Strings are in excellent
condition.No cracks in limbs. Bends in riser, etc. Overall, extremely clean with a few minor signs of
normal use. Shoots perfectly, as good as new. Please be sure to let me know. I am happy to answer
any questions I can.Quick, and easy draw. The OverDrive Binary synchronizeddual cam system on
the BowTech bow allows it to have a shooting speedof 350 feet per second so users will hit moving
targets every time.The heavy duty bow uses HardCore Limbs technology to increase itsdurability
while reducing the amount of stress put on the limbsduring use. It does this by storing the energy in
the limbs of theheavy duty bow. Additionally, the BowTech bow has limbs made of alightweight
carbon core that reduces the amount of vibration andnoise as well as provide an energy efficient
physical response. Nomatter what time of year, the BowTech Destroyer 350 can handle alltypes of
weather and environmental conditions. The coating on theBowTech bow makes it soft to the touch
and it insulates the.This allows the users to have more accuratecontrol of the bow even when it is
cold. 2010Bowtech Destroyer 350 Lefthanded. 29 inch adjustable draw 80%let off. 70 lb. draw
weight Verygood condition.Did not get a lot of hunting use due to work schedule. Will be sold with
Whisker Biscuit and wrist strap. It has 6070 lb. limbs. Stabilizer not included. Please message us
with any questions. Limbs look great. String is excellent. We do not ship internationally this includes
AK and HI. We only accept PayPal for payment. Payment is due 7 days after auction end. If there is
any problem with your purchase. Please contact us before leaving feedback. a;06d2.

http://instalaciones-martinez.com/images/casio-ctk-3000-manual-pdf.pdf

RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk.rp73%28%3Ea%3B06d21404e2e0fa90xfc
Ships in original bowtech box. Posted with eBay Mobile Posted with Great shape, I bought it from
the owner of my local bow shop, it was the owners, so it had lots of custom work done to it. Posted
with Product Identifiers Brand BowTech Model Destroyer 340 HHA single pin adjustable sightsight
tapes not included QAD Ultrarest HDX rest. RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Feog4d72f%2Bf7%60%3E146a9b952480x10d It includes a Ripcord drop away
rest. 8 pin fiberoptic sight, and a custom Torqueless bow grip. Original grip is included as well.
Draw length adjustment is easy and does not require any additional modules. I won a new bow in a
raffle so need to sell one of my 3 bows. Otherwise I would be keeping this one. The bow has been
hunted with but is still in perfect working condition. The bow has a few small marks from normal
use. However nothing major. The bow is set up with a 27 inch draw and the draw length can be
adjusted. The bow has 50lb limbs and is tunned down which can also be ajusted. I am including a 5
pin trophy ridge sight, a Ripcord drop away rest, a peep sight and a dloop on the string. I had the
string replaced last year at Bear foot archery with a center circle string. The bow will ship the
following day after the payment has been recieved. Bid with confidence. Check my feedback. Feel
free to email me all possible questions. This bow made a splash when it came out in 2010 because it
was so speedy without any of the downsides of a speed bow. It has a nice smooth draw with just a bit
of a lip at the end. 80% effective letoff means you can sit at full draw all day without losing your
target. Its light, quiet, and fast as hell. Comes as a full package with the shown accessories QAD
UltraRest HD, Toxonics Predator 3 pin fiber optic sight, Kwikee 4arrow quiver, and string loop. If
you need it, well throw in a peep sight for free. Moderate whitening of the limb edges.
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One ding in the riser. Cams look perfect. Upper limb pocket is scraped.This is as like new as you can
get. Everything on this bow has been installed. Tested and tuned by a Pro Shop technician and all
Made in the U.S.A. I have only shot this bow a few times to sight in, in my backyard and it has never
seen the woods. After every session I check and wax the strings if necessary, check the limbs and
cams and wipe the metal parts with light gun oil, then it goes back in the hard case.Sorry, no quiver
installed. This is a very fast and very quiet bow, never dry fired or mishandled. Thanks for looking.
There are also 5 custom arrows that come with the bow. There is also an anivibration bar installed. I
am sad to part with this bow. It has been good to me the past year. But with kids in sports. I just
cant find the time to use it anymore. I still have the original box. So shipping will not be an issue.
This is a 500 dollar bow brand new. Cam has normal wear on it from it being in the woods but it is in
100% perfect working condition. I have uploaded the cam along with the mounting plates and
screews needed for installation. I dont have time to put my destroyer back together so i am parting it
out. Check out my other listing for the limbs as well A new Whisker Biscuit rest, factory string
suppressor, newer strings and cables, factory cable silencers and a monkey tail string silencer. It has
the normal limb flaking for bows with this finish in these years. Great shape and ready to start
shooting now. Thanks for looking! Also included is a Black Gold Flashpoint Solaris 3 pin sight. This
bow is in very good condition, string and cables are new, never been shot.No international shipping.
Rates posted are for the contiguous 48 states. For Alaska and Hawaii. Contact us for shipping rates
please include your zip code. PA residents add 6% sales tax.Good condition. Light flaking, only has
500600 shots on them. Only taken off to because I dropped my poundage.

Has brand new custom string, cable and new string dampene. Its been a great bow but its time to
upgrade. The rest and sight does not come with. He has had it for 2 years now and has lost interest
in it. The bow is in grea. A lot of money invested.These bows are absolutely awesome for the little
guys to learn on. It is mossy oak pink camo. Has arrows, and everything needed for use. Brand new
in th. It comes with everything you need arrows, quiver, release aid, and such. Also come. Bought
this release tried it out for a few weeks and decided it wasnt for m. It has all the attachments you
will need. Great bow, love it, but looking. Never been. I bought it brand new in 2012 I have only put
about 50 arrows through it.. The bow comes. If its the technical side of archery, youll find it here. Im
not, but I have pressed several bows. I have a Bowtech General 08. Not sure the brand of my press. I
have never loosened the limb bolts when pressing. My press came with ushaped pins designed for
use with split limb bows. The key is to get them lined up near the pulleys without touching them, but
not on the end of the limbs. Go slow, watch, and listen as you increase the pressure. Only go as far
as needed. You should be fine. If youre in doubt contact the press manufacturer, Bowtech, or both.
Youll get the correct answers from them. I always loosen my limbs when I press my bows, the idea
being taking a little stress off of the limbs and riser since when I press it, it might be under a weird
torque compared to drawing by hand, and in general, when I press my bow, I expect to have it under
higher tension than when under draw and for a considerably longer time. I think its particularly
important to relieve a little pressure if youre not using the appropriate press for the destroyer. Im a
firm believer that ONLY limb tip compression presses should be used on destroyers, or most parallel
limb bows for that matter.

ophtalmic-overnight.fr/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626fe2f33d374-
--bose-ufs-20-instruction-manual.pdf

If youre using an old style press with your destroyer, take it as easy as you can. Use of this site
indicates your consent to the Terms of Use. Use of this site indicates your consent to the Terms of
Use. The Destroyer line of bows from Bowtech were some of their best selling models. This one is
black in color and is a right handed model.In perfect condition. Will include quiver, arrows and sight.
Draw length is 29” draw weight is 70lbs. Loaded ready to hunt. Comes with 4 arrows and everything
seen on the bow. QAD rest, trophy ridge sight with light. Can get more pictures upon request. Can
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ship. It will be be sold with the Flambeau case, 6 Easton arrows, octane stabilizer, trufire trigger,
Apache arrow rest, 4 pin lighted site, quiver, and some string wax. The string was also replaced with
a custom string just before my injury stopped me from shooting. If you have any questions just shoot
me a message. Thanks! Bow is in like new condition and is set at 29” draw. It comes with hard case,
Apex fiber optic sight, whisker biscuit rest, hydraulic stabilizer, wrist strap, release, quiver, and 6
Gold Tip Hunter Pro arrows 3 have field tips and 3 have Wasp Jackhammer mechanical broadheads.
This is the smoothest.Very nice bow, but no longer have a hunting lease or time to hunt. Local
pickup available in Tulsa or Wichita It comes with a whisker biscket rest, sword sight. It’s a 70 lb. It
shoots great I just don’t need it. Thats common with this bow.Otherwise its a keeper. Condition is
Used. Shipped with USPS Priority Mail. Here is a 2011 Bowtech Destroyer 340 Compound Bow that
I purchased and didnt do anything with it. I am listing it as New other as I dont have the original
box, but I still have the manual that comes with the bow. This line of bows were highly rated from
Bowtech and were some of their best selling models. Here is an opportunity to own a New Destroyer
340 still with the hang tags from the factory. Was only used for 2 seasons and then has been stored.

Has had recent tune up and is a straight shooter. A very fast bow that IBOs up to 350fps. Here is
what the online review site CompoundBowChoice said about the Destroyer 350. ProsOne of the top
quality speed bowsSmooth draw cycle with a nice valley and a very solid back wallVery quiet
bowLittle vibration and hand shock.This is the flagship bow of the 2010 Bowtech line. Although the
draw cycle is relatively stiff, many archers say this rig is surprisingly smooth for a speed bow. With
extremely low levels of shock and vibration, the Destroyer 350 is one of the quietest speed bows out
there. When it comes to shootability, this rig is almost identical to its great shooting brother the
Destroyer 340, and is 10 fps faster. I am the original owner, never have had a problem hunted this
fall with it just getting old and went down in weight. Condition is Used has some scrapes worst is
pictured. Listing due to a buyer that isn’t smart enough to pay and eBay does nothing about it.
Shipped with USPS Priority Mail. Local pickup only. Condition is Used. Shipped with USPS Priority
Mail. Package comes with Bowtech Destroyer 350, Octane 4 arrow quiver, Octane stabilizer,
Bowtech branded wrist strap, Trophy Ridge 5 pin sight, and NAP Apache drop away arrow rest.
Currently setup at 28.5” draw length and it has 5060 pound limbs. Also have 5 carbon express
maxima blue streak 350 arrows that will come with it cut at 28” measured.My intent was to
refurbish this bow and continue to shoot it but I have purchased another that was already done. This
bow has some field wear on it I would rate this bow in 85% to 90% condition as far as finish goes.
The cams and limbs are in great shape with no alignment issues. I am selling this bow as is with no
site or rest installed on it. This bow could be brought back to amazing condition with.This Bow has
factory 60lb limbs which is rare as most were produced with 70lb limbs.

Again this bow is USED GOOD CONDITION Thanks for looking at my listing, have fun shopping. All
my prices include shipping, I only ship free to United States, lower 48 states please. I also ship
internationally only through the eBay global shipping program. Please check out the other items.I
try to list different things every day so inventory is always changing. Craig Includes QAD drop away
arrow rest, copper john 5 pin fiber optic sight, trophy ridge stabilizer with wrist strap, apex 4 arrow
quiver with 4 carbon express pile driver arrows. Shipping to continental US only Excellent used
condition. Comes exactly as pictured. It is fully adjustable with draw length and weight. Right hand
70lb max. We took this bow on trade. We also put brand new strings on it that we made. Bow is in ok
condition has nicks here and there as shown in pictures.Octane strings are made with a proprietary
blend of BCY 452 GX, featuring Gore Performance Fibers. Octane string and cables are produced
using 22 strands of of BCY 452 GX Each strand is prestretched under 450 pounds of pressure. Next
the proprietary serving material is applied under 400 pounds of string tension, then relaxed to
provide superior construction that prevents.Thanks for looking ! New never opened. Ships priority
mail Thanks for looking!!!! We use BCY X99 material, stretch our strings to over 250 pounds of
tension, and serve them with the finest BCY materials halo, 3D, and Powergrip. Our sets are



guaranteed to not stretch or twist. You can choose your colors. See the color list below. Choose any
one or two colors. Please enter your color choices in order note section during checkout Set includes
brass speed nocks installed. Black serving is included in price We ship FAST.About ProLine
BowstringsMade right here in the USA, ProLine Bowstrings exhibit expert attention to detail and a
passion for superior craftsmanship. The entire layout process, including serving, twisting, and
tensioning of the string.

Each bowstring goes through a rigorous quality control process overseen by members of our team
who care about their work just as much as they love the sport of archery. ProLine Bowstrings has
been providing custom bowstrings to archers since 2005 and has grown to become and industry
leader in the field. Includes string and all cables needed to completely restring the bow. Sets are
handmade to order and prestretched before shipping. These have a no peep twist guarantee, if you
have any issues just message us and we will get it fixed. Choose and one or two colors and enter at
checkout or message us after ordering. We have every solid color made by BCY. Standard listed sets
come with black serving. Thanks for ordering. Sets generally ship within 48 hours after.Accessories
not included sight, rest, stabilizer Accessories not included sight, rest, stabilizer. Condition is Used.
Shipped with USPS Priority Mail. Immediate payment required for Buy it Now. Auction payments
must be received within 7 days of the close of auction. If payment isnt received within 7 days, the
auction.All orders are shipped via UPS, FedEx or USPS. Winning bidder is responsible for shipping
charges. We reserve the right to choose carrier based on shipping method selected at time of
payment. Combined shipping is done at the sellers discretion. If you purchase more than one item
from us, they may arrive in separate packages. Smyrna Pawn Brokers 630 Windy Hill Road Smyrna,
GA 30080 ABOUT US Powered by eforo I have owned several Destroyers and still have several that I
shoot regularly. This was my sons bow which he had purchased new. He picked up a Reign 6 last
year to try and decided the 340 would be put up for sale to help pay for the Reign 6. This is a right
hand Destroyer 340 and the draw weight is 70lb. In addition the bow comes with a Trophy Ridge 5
pin sight with working light. I do not know the model, but the top 3 pins are.019 and the bottom 2
are.010.

It also comes with a Bowtech 8 arrow bow quiver. In addition 4 Victory V6 350 arrows without points
are included. I dont think you will be disappointed in this bow. Thanks and good luck. Shipping will
be in two boxes. One with the bow and arrows and the second with the sight rest and quiver. I only
accept paypal, shipping to continental U.S. only, no returns accepted, and payment must be made
within three days of end of auction. All our finishes are professionally done by Hydrographic
finishingNo Cheap Vinyl wraps or anodizingNo Set screws that work loose!Over 11 years selling the
MeanV and it still gets Top ratings by professionals and consumers alike The MeanV was the First
direct mount String suppressor on the Market. It is also tops inStrengthLightest in weightLines that
flow with your Bow. Please contact me!!If your bow will accept a MeanV and you provide me the
needed measurements, I will give you 10% off.As always they are Guaranteed to fit.There may be
variations to the product labeling. PayPal Payment Only No International Sales Our colors are bold
and vibrant! see pics We manufacture custom bowstring and cable sets on our machines at a
premium quality and get them shipped FAST! 95% shipped next business day Our sets are made of
the new BCY Mercury material and go through a series of stretching stations before being measure
to factory specs and mailed to you with tracking provided. Free tube of bowstring wax included with
every purchase. Protect your investment with quality wax. Of course our sets are backed with a
guarantee that they will perform to the best ability of the bow with zero serving separation or
stretch which goes above and beyond some in the industry. Rest assured and order your custom
bowstring set from Palmetto and get the best quality, arrow speed, materials, and guarantee in the
business. Please add your color choice in notes at checkout. If chossing custom color please enter
colors at checkoutor send us a message after purchase.



We stock all 26 solid colors offered by BCY. All sets come with black serving and pre stretched to
factory lengths when they arrive. If you do not enter a color we will be creative and choose one for
you. Message us if we can answer any questions. If you dont see your bow model in our listings
shoot us a message, we will be happy to make it. Speed nocks are not included with our strings or
string sets, but are available installed to factory specs for an additional 9.99. If you wish to add
speed nocks add this to the cart with your string order Made in the USA We can usually make a set
of strings in 1 day, but when demand is high, just before bow season and right around early spring,
it can take up to 5 days before we ship, so make sure you take that into consideration before
ordering, give us and yourself time so we can build a perfect string set, dont order a set last minute
and blame it on us that we took too long. Track Page Views WithAuctivas FREE Counter Bow string
has some fraying and is a bit twisted, may need some maintenance or replacing. Bow is tested and
still fires well. Comes with bow shown only, does not include case or arrows. See photos for
additional details.Please ask questions BEFORE you bid I Do Not Offer Buy it Now Prices On
AuctionsIf you have any problems with the item please message me and we will.Payment Information
Please check your local tax laws to determine if there is an online sales tax for out of state purchases
Unpaid item cases will be opened 4 days after auction ends We accept PayPal, Credit Cards via
PayPal, and Cash in personWe are paypal verified.Shipping Information Item location Glassboro New
Jersey My processing and handling time is 1 business days, however I try to ship within 24 hours of
the payment being received. Refund will be given as Money back Return shipping Seller pays return
shipping. However, if an item is being returned due to buyer remorse, the original shipping charge
will not be refunded.

All items are in working order unless otherwise stated If you have any problems with an item, please
message me and we will resolve the issue. Our Ebay department is open 10am6pm Monday to Friday
EASTERN. This is when items get shipped and questions get answered. We are not available to
answer questions or ship on holidays. Our strings feature Fully Served end loops for maximum
durability, and are hand made to order out of BCYs 452X material. Does not include but is not
limited to abuse, improper maintenance, accidents, or neglect. This listing is just the bowstring. We
have other listings for the full set of bowstring and cables. If you cant find what you need be sure to
contact us. About ProLine BowstringsMade right here in the USA, ProLine Bowstrings exhibit expert
attention to detail and a passion for superior craftsmanship. The entire layout. more process,
including serving, twisting, and tensioning of the string is pneumatically automated to ensure a
thorough and highquality product. Each bowstring goes through a rigorous quality control process
overseen by members of our team who care about their work just as much as they love the sport of
archery. ProLine Bowstrings has been providing custom bowstrings to archers since 2005 and has
grown to become and industry leader in the field. These string sets are custom built on a per order
basis. For this reason we need to be 100% certain you are ordering the correct strings for you bow.
The same model bow can have different lengths for different model years. We try to keep this model
in these colors in stock and ready to ship. If not in stock normal build time is 4 business days but this
can vary depending on work load. With over 13 world titles and 89 national championships 60X
Custom.
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